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7r_ 80 L_ altitude upwards, a change in the character of moan zonal
' circulation co=pared with stratospheric _ad _esospheric circulation has been
c_serve_ by t_any investigators. Firstly, in radio .eteor sounding data (rum an
gver_gc level near 95 k_ in niddle latitudes, a _ai-annusl wind variation yam
tound, hrhile in the _ain mvasons (su_er and winter) a westerly wind ia
ub._r_ed here, in the interteasor_l periods the wind weakens sharply or even
rever_ts into easterly ui_d. T_ circulation gestures of the _eteor sane have
been discussed in detail in the uonograph by POETNYJ_GI)!sad SP_IG£R (1978).
The recently available possibilities to obtain vertical pzofilem of the wind
frc_ radio _eteor data in the altitude range 80-110 k= have shorn that the
features of annual variation at 95 _ reflect a sign reversal of the circulation
near 100 t_a. _ile below £0 k= a westerly circulation is found in wi_ter, and;
, an easterly circulation in steer, above 100 k= _he circulation is easterly in
l winter and westerly in sL_--.er This can be clearly seen in Figure I. taken (r_
, the monograph by gO_IH and CAIG£ROV(1981). The fact o( this circulation
, _ reversal in itmelf vas not surprising, mince it had been _entioned in _any
papers and monographs. IIouever, it is surprising inam=uch as in none of thetheoretical =oriels (e.g., S_IOE_EgL and STgOEEL, 1978; CLUSt_OV et al., 1979;
j DIO_I_SO_ etal., 1977) this cirealation reversal was obtained.
_ Analysis of _e_ daily winds at altitudes above 200 _, determined fro=
• radiovave incoherent scatter data, again shoved a normal monsoon circulation, am
seen in Figure 2 (D_g¥, 1978). Thus, roe e_ayco_e to the conclusion that
, between 100 and _00 k_, pomsibly nearer to 100 k_a, a layer st anc_aalous circula- '
; t_ou must be situated, at least in oiddle latitudes. )
The tmderst_ding of nech_mis_s which are responsible for the circulation
? "ano_aly" in this l_ight re_ion appears to be of extraordinary interest and
importance. Obviously, one had to take into account _ech&nis=s which are
usually not considered in hydrodynamics. Let us write the equation of _otion
taking into account the presence of a charged component of the at:ospheric gas,
the presence o£ the £arthtm nagnetic field, end tho exivt_ce of the electric
potential field (_OKUG_£V, 1959; C_USI_KOV, 1975):
i , _i (I)
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The appearance of a quantity which is nev for hydrodyna_icm_ vir._ the current
density, j, requires additiotml (quations to clo_e the syst_ of hydrodyna=ic
equationm. Usually this c_m be done by writing j in Ol_'s law under conditions
of anisotropfc conductivity due go the Earth's _aghetic field:
_'- _) * _ [_._1 _ - conductivity tensor
€ iSlthe electric field potc_tial'the nature of which viii be discussed below,
and _[_x_] is the electric induction. For large-scale and rather slow
processes (_ • 1 hour), space charge _.ay be considered ms quasi-stationary,
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Figure 2. Annual variation of prevailing viod at 300 km altitude over Hills_-oue
! llill frot_ incoherent scatter data
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This equation appears to clo_ the systeta DOKUOtAEV (1959), neglectin_ thel " l ,"
: electric potential field, has shown that the electrodynamic force. _[jxB]. can
be divided into thg ion friction, in the form of dry (Raylelgh) friction vith
coefficients _ for zonal _-nd ----_-- for =eridiov-sl compouents, and the
• : c c
magnetic rotary force, coinciding in its tense uith the Coriolis force, to that
the effective rotation of the Earth _y be vritten in:0
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_re, o I im Pedersen conductivity, a2 is Ilall conductivity, and
_o2 - Bs2 • B02
i The a_ value has a distinct _axi=_ at 110-120 k_ altitude, and a consider-
able _inrnal variation. In daytime, accordin_ to sc_e data, the sign of J
in the 110-130 1_ re_ion can become opposite to the _ign of _. If this reversal
_ of the sign u' took place both in day and night, then. according to the gas-• strophic relation for lords-scale elou processes, with the sign of pressure
gradient r_ainiu_ unchanged, the _ind sign uould reverse in this altitude
region. This ia the simplest hypothesis to explain the circulation "anomaly".
_ut, unfortunately, what is most possible, the Coriolis force compensation takes
place far from alvays, and the %no=._ly" level of II0-130 km ia too high to
correspond to experimental facts.
Another hypothesis is connected uith peculiarities of the solar UV heating
rate altitude profile (see Figure 3). As seen fro_ this fi£ure, the volu_e
_. heating source decreases vith altitude everywhere except for the 90-105 k_
• altitude region uhere it increases. This anc_aly in the heating source profile
draws one's attention to Ln attempt to explain the circulation "an_sly".
t
Figure 3. Vertical variation of UV heating rate in the ,
at,-osphere for st_-_aer solstice condition_ at diifer-
eat latitudes.
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flayingvrlttenthe sTste_of hydrodynamicequationsfor a zonal case (vlth-
out longitudinaldependence)and representedviscosityand heat conductionterms
in the formof Rayleighfrictionand He_toniancooling,by means of sub-
stitutionsone can obtain the equationfor pressurelatitudinalvariationsa_ a
ft_ctionof height
dx2 dx _X dx
dz
_ere dx - _-. and q is a volt_e UV radiation heating source.
' x a2_ 2 _ (_ + r)
o
. q is the Rayleighfrictioncoefficient,X is the ti_atoniancoolingcoefficient,
t
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By aubstit.tion of p - Pe-x/2,
_" t o - 2 , ,;'.her symbols are the standard oneS.
equatior, (4) is obtained in the form:
bi:,. _ x/2 _I b2 l
dx 2 " _X e dx ; " _ + I
!q the _implified case of absence of the Earth's influence. Green's function of
the left-hand side operator is equal to:
1 exp(-bix-r.[)
Then the solute.onis vritten in the form:
r(x)- _ f -bl_-r.I. _/2: _d_
_tko _,. d_.
rot sufficiently large values of b, the integral kernel assumes the
character of a delta function, and P(x) will alter its sign together with the
alteration of the alga of d_. The _ign alteration of the latter quantity, as0 eLK . . . .
mentloned above, takes place tnth,., 90-105 k_ altxtude reglon. Together with
this, the circulation sign viii tmturally chan_e. In the hypothesis suggested
the question of the value of b is very important. In order that this value is
adequately large, it i_ necessary that the Rayleigh friction coefficient should
be tauch greater than the I{c_tonian cooling coefficient. The high level of
thermal stability alto contributes to an increase of b. It is possible that :he
large value of b is a specific quality of the mesospheze and thermosphere.
Obviously, the mechanism suggested at least partly explains the appearance of
_ the "anomaly" circulation near I00 k_.
Xowever, one does not _anage to explain the "anomaly" up to the 120-130 km
altitude by means of this mechr-ni_=, and be will address again the equation
(I), into the electric field.taking account potential
:- Strange as taay _eem, complex case
it the of self-consistent calculation of
i hydrodynamic characteristics jointly with the electric field for tidal raves has• already been done by CLUSItAKOVet el. (1979. 1980. 1981). but the simpler case
of zonal stationary flow has not be_n exanined. Let us fill the gap by
- presenting the results in this paper, in a simplified form only. _'"
; Integrating (3) o_'er z in inf{nite litaits (in fact. in a thin ionospheric
i layer) supposing that j"vanishes outside the ionospheric layer, we obtain the!
i expression
t
I 3 sinO Jr J0 dz " 0 (6)! a sinO ;_0
] It follows from this that sin0 L_.i,_da c, but the integral current must
; nor flow over the Pole, becau_ this would mean non-zonality. Therefore, ¢
must be zero. i.e..
I'° j_} dr O.
m
ExpreSsing Jr, in terms of Ohn's la_. taking into account tonality of the
problem, and making some simplifications conditioned by numerical estimates for
altitudes less than 130 k_m.one can obtain
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E0 = "P---It cosO
Ur " _/ _ OlUrdZl ZI " r OldZ (7)
-oJ
t
Eere geostrophic wind is determined by
Ur = ca _ a0
For Ur = 30 r_/iand Bp = 0.5
- 1.5 cosO 17!Eo
This electric field is adequate to influence strongly the wind. Noncomplex, but
expanded calculations yield the expressions
_ 2 t.Z _ (8)
0 = Ur _ "o r
I v#
o _ _r )
V -- 2 2 + v2 (Ur (I + ,_Ii1o o €I+3p _
llere, I ° = 2w' (w' - the Earth's effective rotation),
/.._i_. oI go2 o2 8 2o
= 2 ; b.1 - 2 ; l_ "cosO
ii pc pc
Assume that U I c s s _ he h tr "n rea e w'th ig r. Ur is the resul of averaging Ur
over height, with Cl(g.) as a weighting function having a pronounced maximura
near 140 Inn;eo that U_ _ U.(z " 140 ks). Apparently, below this level, as
seen from (6), the sigfiof U and V may reverse with respect to Ur.
" Let us now discuss the current state of tidal theory. Historically it has
develcped in a way that investigations were tusdeindependently in two altitude
regions: k_. where dissipative forces are negligible and above 100 ----
belay 100
• " " _. k_.,wher these force are essential.
By 1970 the theory for the region below 100 kn was sta_arized in the mono-graph of QIAPFAI|and LINDZI_I (1970). All calculations were based on tidal
energy sources connected with the solar LW radiation absorption computed by
BUTLER and St'_LL (1963). Though explaining many experimental factsp the theory
appeared to be incompetent to explain facts connected with se_idiurnal tide
seasonal variations in mid-latitudes.
In the last decade, theory of tidal seasonal variation has been greatly
developed. IVAZ:OVSKYand SEI_=NOVSKY (1971) pointed out that for the mean zonal
circulation, different from the air shell rotation as a whole0 the so-called
"equivalent depth" in the classic tidal theory depends in a complex way on the
, seasoM1 variation of the circulation index. It is it_portant to emphasize that
; the circulation character in the stratopause region (50 km) influences the tidal
i seasonal variations in the _eteor zone.
t
, Further development of the theory was aimed at improv_ents of the
.o.
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numerical technique of solving linear equations, taking into account high-
latitude profiles of the background zonal wind a_d temperature by means of the
perturbation method (LINDZ_I. 1974; WALTERSQIEID et al., lQ79p 1980). These
calculations qualitatively confirmed the results of Ivanovsky and S,_enovsky.
but did not address solving the tidal seaconal variation probl_.
A revision of calculations of t.dal energy sources and their seasonal
variations appeared to be extremely important in the theory (FORBES and GKRRETT.
1978, 1979). The maximt_ of the source appeared to be greater than that of
EUTLER and SHALL (1963). end the altitude region of maximum values was narrower.
_hile in BUTLER and S_ALL's (1963) sources the Hough _ode (2.2) prevailed for
• the new sources, in certain seasons, the _odes (2.4) and (2.5) are essential.
_ALTER3OIEID et al. (1980) nude tidal calculations for a new source
already. So it see_ed that all the necessary work had been done to coDplete the
tidal seasonal veriatlon theory in the altitude region up to I00 km.
A paper by KAZDALOV(1979) disproved this opinion. Kaidalov drew attention
to the fact that the perturbation method used by LI_;DZ_; (1974) _nd WALTERSO|EID
et al. (1979, 1980) is good for tidal modes which do not change their character
when propagating upward or being trapped. In contrast, the main _odes of the
memidlurnal tide are on the beundary between propagating and trapped ones, being
trapped in one altitude region but propagating in others, the boundaries between
these regions being dependent just on the height-latitude distribution of mean
zonal wind and temperature. Zero-order approxir_ationin the perturbation
theory, not taking into account effects of background wind and temperature for
all approxir.ations, defines the tidal waves character as trapped or propagating
and leads to inadmissibly large errors in the tide calculation. _%IDALOV (1979)
developed a nunerical technique to solve the tidal model, taking into account
seasonal variations of background wind and temperature without the short-co_ings
-: of the perturbation method.
Considering tides above I00 Inn,we will limit ourselves to a few problems
arlsln_ here. In most complete form, modelling of
its tidal variations in the
thermosphere is based on the equation of motion (I), Obm's law (2), the equation
of quasistationary space charge (3), together with the equations of energy and
continuity. Usually, all variations are exmnined in linear approximation.
Dissipative forces are molecular and turbulent heat conductivity, and ion
friction. The contribution of molecular nnd turbulent friction is estimated to
be insignificant, at least, up to the 200-250 k_ height. ..
In a rmjority of theoretical investigations the electric potential field is
excluded and, as a ruie, a torsional effect by the nngnetic rotary force compen-
sating the Coriolis force is neglected. This means that. instead of self-
' consistent examination, combining hydrodynamic equations with electrodynamic
equations, a purely hydrodynamic approach is used (e.g., GA.RRETTand FORBES
(197s)).
Taking into account the electric field and maEnetlc rotary force generates
a series of new effects. Estimation of conclusions with regard to these
effects, using experimental data, permits one to evaluate more reasonably their
contribution to the tide formation in the thermosphere.
Partial or even complete compensation of the Coriolis force by the r-_gnetic
rotary force at 110-130 km altitudes would result in the formation of sharp wind
; _axima at these altitudes. In numerical experiments this maximum is well; 6
pronounced, as ig can be seen in Figure 4, taken from theoretical papers by
f GLUSRAKOV et al., (1979_ 1981). After excluding the magnetic rotary force the
r effect vanishes. These _ind maxima are also well observed in luminous trail '
[ experiments (AI_DREEVAet al., 1931). "'
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Figure 4. lleight-latitude cross-section of the _plitude of zonal (a) and
Z" meridional (b) tidal wind diurnal tom.neut. In the 120 - 130 k= alti-
_ rude region at high latitudes tidal wind ,_plitude _axi_a are clearlyi_ seen,
It is of interest to _nnect the sporadic layer E a-_ar-nce with this
:_ wind maxima. This is especially interesting as. accruing to the calculation.
the height of wind maxi_t_n increases from lower towards higher latitudes, as it
is observed for the height of the layer Es.
Calculations show that taking into account the electric field _ay appear to
be essential in the tidal wind pattern at altitudes above 130-140 k=. This can
be seen from Figure 5. It should_ however, be mentioned that the electric field
contribution in the tidal wind formation essentially depends on the electron
concentration model assumed. The increase of electric field contribution to the
tidal wind formation is caused by the fast increase with height of the electric
o | ° -" o o
forces term rnT [ExB]. A sharp growth of the oi/o value wxtb hexght begins
near 125-130 _, and this quantity reaches approximately a covstnnt value near
160-1B0 _, On the other hand, the forces term connected quasi-linearly with _.
the pressure gradient al_o increases with height, prevailing over the electric
force below 140 fan,but being inferior to it at altitudes above 140 Icm.
Calculatlons by GLUSt_KOV et at. (1979, 1981) show that in the formation of
semidiurnal tidal winds in the region from I00 to 200 Ion.tidal oscillations
propagating from the mesosphere prevail. These propagating oscillations
influence also the rather considerable variations of relative temperature at the
altitude near II0 P_ both for diurnal and, especially, for sc_idiurnal tides.
: Estimations of the electric field contribution may be considered to be valid
: only. if not only the thermodynamic par_etera, but also the calculated electric
field eorres_nds to direct weasur_vaents. Estimations of the electric field
connected with the dynamo-effect have been made from drift velocities of ions in
the ionospheric F9 layer. [n Figure 6 a cos,parison of the electric fields
t calculated theoreEically and derived from drifts c,easure_ents according to data
of incoherent radiouave scatter data (RTOIHOND etal., 1980) is presented. It
shows qualitative similarity of these fields.i
Calculations made and their comparison with experiment remove a shadow of
doubt about the considerable contribution of the electric field in the formation!
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Figure 5. Vertical profile of tidal wind diurnal component omplitude (.)
and phase (b):
________ without electric field accounted for
with electric field accounted for
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Figure 6. Time-latitude variation of electric field. At the top: theory.
at the bottom: empiricai model of li.ICI\ll:iND et ale (1980).
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_;_ of tidal oscillations of thermospheric par,_,eters. HoweVer, only first s_eps
_ have been made in the investigatiou of these new effects, and further efforts
li are needed in this direction.?. REFER_CES
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